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Explore SALFA 
ON || OFF Duty Collection

The ON || OFF duty collection reflects the 
modern women's lifestyle in the new era 
after the lockdown. The pieces are inspired 
by the excitement of getting back to the new 
routine and waking up every morning ready 
for the new chapter. After the long pause, 
time is now again in our hands, and we are 
not taking it for granted.

This collection is a full wardrobe pick that 
reflects formality for work and firm comfort 
for afterwords.Introducing

The new SALFA identity and feel with the latest mini
pre-Fall launch collection "On || O� duty."
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Pre-Fall 2022

This loose cloak abaya has 
a classic minimalistic cut 
that drapes e�ortlessly 
creating a more
feminine style.
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Color: Neutral
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Pre-Fall 2022

This garment is made of soft, high-quality Linen that 
breaths nicely and is suitable for everyday wear. The 
silhouette gives a subtle glam look, and the hidden 
front pockets add a practical touch to fit you for your 
everyday run.
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COLORS :

Cloak Linen shirt
(1,945 Dhs)*Sheila included

Charcoal Neutral Black
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Pre-Fall 2022

Color: Charcoal

This linen shirt abaya is 
your go-to abaya for a 
flirty feminine look.
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Pre-Fall 2022

Fitted Linen shirt with a classic flared cut that gives a 
subtle yet effortless, feminine look. The elastic makes 
the abaya fit perfectly from the top to make a perfect 
flared effect for the silhouette, and the side hidden 
pockets will get you covered for your busy day 
ahead.
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COLORS :

Flared Linen shirt
(1,945 Dhs)*Sheila included

Charcoal Neutral Black
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Pre-Fall 2022

The perfect go to choice 
for a quick coverup for 
an errand check.
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Color: Hummus
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Pre-Fall 2022

This shirt throw is a loose-fit abaya, it has the perfect 
density, and it holds Its shape pretty well as the 
material is very durable and can handle heavy use 
for extended wears. The cuffs are double layered for 
a cleaner sleeve fold for an effortless casual look.
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COLORS :

Shirt Throw
(1,880 Dhs)*Sheila included

Beige Hummus Dark Brown
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Pre-Fall 2022

Color : Charcoal

This light weight shirt is a 
must have for every single 
wardrobe, easy to style 
basic.
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Color : Grey
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Pre-Fall 2022

A classic relaxed fit shirt with a subtle flowy silhouette is 
the perfect basic piece for versatile styling. The folds on 
the sleeve and the back of the shirt give the abaya a 
bolder basic look. This piece is lightweight, breathable, 
and comes with hidden pockets to serve you through 
your busy day.
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Relaxed flowy shirt
(1,880 Dhs)*Sheila included

COLORS :

Olive Grey Tan

Charcoal Dark Blue
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Pre-Fall 2022

Color: Olive

05
This abaya is the 
perfect blend of bold 
& casual. 
The exaggerated 
sleeves gives a 
di�erent look to your 
basic go to shirt and 
would be perfect for 
the o�ce or for the 
evening.

Color: Tan
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Pre-Fall 2022

Oversized cotton shirt with exaggerated sleeves, slits 
on the sides with two front pockets. This shirt will give 
you comfort with the boldness you need for a casual 
look with a creative touch. You can style this piece 
endlessly. It’s the perfect light, breathable abaya you 
need for any day.
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Oversized exaggerated 
sleeve shirt (1,880 Dhs)

*Sheila included

COLORS :

Olive Grey Tan

Charcoal Dark Blue 11



Pre-Fall 2022

A must have piece for 
a professional look to 
wear on a formal 
event; business 
meeting or even to
go out in.
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Color: Dark Brown 12



Pre-Fall 2022

This modern relaxed fit blazer is a must-pick for 
wardrobing. The relaxed fit, along with slits on the 
sleeves and the bottom back of the abaya, allows 
comfort in movement.
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COLORS :

Relaxed Blazer
( 2,100 Dhs)*Sheila included

Beige Hummus Dark Brown
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Pre-Fall 2022
Color: Denim Blue

07
This denim piece is the 
perfect outerwear choice 
any day, it can be 
accessorized for an urban 
glam look or for a casual 
look with a bold kick.
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Pre-Fall 2022

This oversized denim shirt is the statement piece in the 
collection. The falling shoulder, wide side pockets, and 
long sleeves give a very bold look to your classic denim 
coat. This piece is very suitable for workwear as the 
buttons are made of pure metal, and the fabric is very 
durable and can handle heavy use.
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COLORS :

Oversized denim coat  
(2,100 Dhs)*Sheila included

Denim Blue Denim Black
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Pre-Fall 2022

Color: Denim Blue

A shirt denim abaya is 
your best friend for a 
comfort feminine look 
great for any 
occasion.

08
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Pre-Fall 2022

This relaxed-fit denim shirt is your go-to easy wear 
for an effortlessly stylish look. The relaxed fit allows 
comfort in wear, and the side slits give the abaya an 
extra bold look. The detailing in the pockets, slits and 
marble buttons are exceptional for an everyday 
stylish go-to wear for work or for a casual walk.
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COLORS :

Denim shirt
(1,945 Dhs)*Sheila included

Denim Blue Denim Black
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FOR SALES AND INQUIRIES: 
+971504026555

INFO@SALFADUBAI.COM
WWW.SALFADUBAI.AE




